FACET SOLID STATE ELECTRIC FUEL PUMPS

These pumps measure less than 3" in any direction and weigh only 18 oz. Fuel is supplied as soon as the ignition is turned on so the engine will start faster at colder temps. Built-in pressure relief prevents flooding and assures fast restarts on hottest days. The all-steel plated case is water tight. Mounts with two bolts. For best results, mount the pump close to the fuel tank and below the liquid level. The tank is self-priming to 12" to 36" Lift min dry. Standard 12 V models require only 1 amp at max. delivery. Many models are available, but these are the ones recommended by Rutan Aircraft Factory, Stoddard Hamilton and many other aircraft designers. All of the pumps shown feature the all-nylon valve and plungers as specified by Rutan Aircraft in the Canard Pusher newsletter.

Eliminates Vapor Lock: When properly installed on most vehicles a constant, smooth, dependable supply of fuel under pressure is assured.

Easy to Install-Easy to Service: Two bolt mounting makes installations easy. Nothing to adjust. For best results, mount the pump close to the fuel tank and below the fuel level. The pump is self-priming to 24 inches vertical fuel lift. Vertical mounting is preferred to assure maintenance of rated pressures. An installation kit is available for replacement applications. The only service normally required is a simple cleaning of the filter and fuel inlet cavity.

Eliminates Vapor Lock: When properly installed on most vehicles a constant, smooth, dependable supply of fuel under pressure is assured in the hottest weather or in high altitudes.

FACET DURA-LIFT FUEL PUMPS

• Application: Refrigeration trucks, marine generator sets, diesel filtration systems, industrial applications, and other diesel lift applications. These pumps are rated for diesel fuel, gasoline, blended alcohol fuels, and fuel additives.

• Solid State Reliability: Proven on many original equipment applications No bearings or diaphragms to wear out or fatigue. Endurance life almost doubles that of our nearest competitor.

• Easy to Install-Easy to Service: Two bolt mounting makes installations easy. Nothing to adjust. The pump is self-priming to 120 inches (3.0 m). Vertical mounting is preferred to assure maintenance of rated pressures. The transparent housing allows for visual capability to monitor the cleanliness of the stainless steel filter.

• Eliminates Vapor Lock: When properly installed on most vehicles a constant, smooth, dependable supply of fuel under pressure is assured in the hottest weather or in high altitudes.

FACET GOLD-FLO INTERRUPTER TYPE PUMPS

Fuel Compatibility: All models of the Facet High Performance Gold-Flo Solid State Fuel Pumps are compatible with gasoline, diesel, biodiesel, blended alcohol fuels and fuel additives.

Reliability: The new Gold-Flo Solid State Fuel Pump is an enhanced version of our Interrupter model. It has Solid State circuity and will meet or exceed all performance specifications and is totally interchangeable. (These pumps have demonstrated an endurance life almost double that of the nearest competitor, according to our test data).

Easy to Install-Easy to Service: Two bolt mounting makes installations easy. Nothing to adjust. For best results, mount the pump close to the fuel tank and below the fuel level. The pump is self-priming to 24 inches vertical fuel lift. Vertical mounting is preferred to assure maintenance of rated pressures. An installation kit is available for replacement applications. The only service normally required is a simple cleaning of the filter and fuel inlet cavity.

Eliminates Vapor Lock: When properly installed on most vehicles a constant, smooth, dependable supply of fuel under pressure is assured in the hottest weather or in high altitudes.